### ACADEMIC CALENDAR • 2020-2021

#### FALL QUARTER 2020

**CORE CLASSES**
- ISSCM 400 Quantitative Methods (if applicable)
- ISSCM 402 Managerial Statistics (if applicable)
- ACCT 400B Financial Accounting with Prof. Kevin Lee (Thursday nights)
- MARK 460B Marketing Management with Prof. Linda Tuncay Zayer (Tuesday nights)

**SCHOLAR ACTIVITIES**
- Group Meeting with Mentors (Aug. 20)
- Immersion Weekend (Aug. 22 & 23)
- Individual Mentor Meeting (you set date)
- Optional Career Breakfast

**SCHOLAR CLASSES**
- MGMT 400B Values-Based Leadership (Immersion Weekend, Sep. 12 and Oct. 3)
  - Section 001 with Prof. Shannon Howes
  - Section 002 with Prof. Christian Herrmann
  - Section 003 with Prof. Nicole Johnson-Scales

#### WINTER QUARTER 2020/21

**CORE CLASSES**
- FINC 450B Managerial Finance with Prof. Swasti Gupta-Mukherjee (Tuesday nights)
- MGMT 441B Business Ethics with Prof. Abe Singer (Thursdays in November and December)
- ISSCM 484B Project Management with Prof. Alvin Schexnider (Thursdays in January and February)

**SCHOLAR ACTIVITIES**
- Group Meeting with Mentors (Nov. 10)
- Individualized Mentor Meeting (you set date)
- Optional Career Breakfast

**SCHOLAR CLASSES**
- MGMT 401B Innovative CSR with Prof. Jennifer J. Griffin (2 sections: students choose either Dec. 5 & 12 or Dec. 13 and 19 as dates for class)

#### SPRING QUARTER 2021

**CORE CLASSES**
- ECON 420B Managerial Economics with Prof. Regina Trevino (Thursday nights)
- ISSCM 596B Data Driven Decision Making with Prof. Carolyn Kmet (Tuesday nights)

**SCHOLAR ACTIVITIES**
- Dinner Meeting with Mentors (Mar. 10)
- Individualized Mentor Meeting (you set date)
- Optional Career Breakfast
- Co-working Space

**SCHOLAR CLASSES**
- MGMT 402B Social Enterprise with Prof. Seth Green (2 sections: students choose either Feb. 20 and March 13 or Feb. 27 and March 20)

#### SUMMER QUARTER 2021

**SCHOLAR CLASSES**
- MGMT 404B ESG Investing with Prof. Dan Nielsen (2 Saturdays)

**SCHOLAR ACTIVITIES**
- Leading for Good Conference (Co-Host)
- Optional Career Breakfast
- Co-working Space
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FALL QUARTER 2020

CORE CLASSES
- ISSCM 595B Decision Strategy with Prof. Gretchen Cusick and Prof. Abbie Castiglione (Thursday nights)

SCHOLAR CLASSES
- MGMT 405B Sustainable Business Management with Professor Nancy Landrum
  - Aug. 23, 2020 (Immersion Weekend)
  - Sep. 12, 2020 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
  - Sep. 26, 2020 from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

SCHOLAR ACTIVITIES
- Year 2 Kickoff (Aug. 23, 2020)
- Group Dinner with Scholars and Mentors
- Mentor Meeting
- Optional Career Breakfast
- Co-working Space
- Good Business Breakfast (Co-Host)

WINTER QUARTER 2020/21

CORE CLASSES
- FINC 450B Managerial Finance with Dr. Swasti Gupta-Mukherjee (Tuesday nights)
- ISSCM 484B Project Management with Prof. Alvin Schexnider and Prof. Emily Nordquist (Thursday nights)

SCHOLAR ACTIVITIES
- Group Dinner with Scholars and Mentors
- Mentor Meeting
- Optional Career Breakfast
- Co-working Space

SCHOLAR CLASSES
- MGMT 406B Influential Leadership with Prof. Elizabeth Cole and Prof. Kate Attea

SPRING QUARTER 2021

CORE CLASSES
- ISSCM 596B Data Driven Decision Making with Prof. Carolyn Kmet (Tuesday nights)
- MGMT 430B Strategy & Leadership with Prof. Megan Christenson (Thursday nights)

SCHOLAR ACTIVITIES
- Leading for Good Conference (Co-Host)
- Group Dinner with Scholars and Mentors
- Mentor Meeting
- Optional Career Breakfast
- Co-working Space

SCHOLAR CLASSES
- MGMT 407B Impact Investing with Prof. Priya Parrish
  - March 13, 2021 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
  - March 27, 2021 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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